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Abstract: Multi-agent systems and Machine Learning techniques are being fre-
quently used in genome projects. One of their uses is in the annotation process (anno-
tation pipeline). Annotation employs a high number of programs and scripts, which
can be automated, thus freeing the specialist to carry out more valuable tasks. Arti-
ficial Intelligence and Machine Learning techniques have been employed in several
problems, such as phylogeny reconstruction, protein annotation, protein structure pre-
diction, gene identification, gene expression analysis, sequences alignment, and so on.
This paper discusses three Molecular Biology problems where Artificial Intelligence
and Machine Learning techniques have been successfully employed: gene identifica-
tion, gene expression analysis, and protein annotation.

1 Introduction

In order to investigate the role played by the genes in different organisms, several
genome projects were initiated in the last decades. In any genome project, one of the key
stages is the annotation process (annotation pipeline), which involves the handling of a large
amount of data. Annotation employs a high number of programs and scripts. These can
easily be áutomated, freeing the specialist to carry out morevaluable tasks. However, there
is still a need for automated and integrated tools to support the annotation pipeline. Until
the last decade, annotation was primarily carried out manually, a tedious but extremely valu-
able resource. However, the idea of automating the annotation is not new. Since it is time-
consuming, facilitating some parts of the process has been the motivation of many tools, as
discussed in the next section.

The motivation for this work is the application of techniques from Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI), in particular Multi-Agent Systems (MAS), and Machine Learning (ML) to solve
problems in Bioinformatics. The use of more sophisticated techniques for these applications
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is important due to the large amount of unexplored knowledge in the current mass of biolog-
ical data. They are particularIy useful when dealing with large, not cIearIy structured, and/or
heterogeneous databases, such as those kept by NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), and
EBI (http://www.ebi.ac.uk).

In this paper, the authors briefly describe the use of ML techniques in three Bioinfor-
rnatics problems: gene identification [18,44,5 1,55,57], gene expression analysis [10.23.24,
30,52], and partial protein annotation [6,34].

The paper is organized as foIlows. Section 2 presents the main aspects of Bioinforrnat-
ics. It also briefly presents the techniques employed in this work: Section 2.2 discusses how
ML techniques and MAS can be employed in Bioinforrnatics; Section 2.3 presents some en-
vironments for annotation, and Section 2.4 discusses the use of machine learning techniques
for annotation. Three particular problems from Molecular Biology where ML techniques can
be used, Gene Recognition, Gene Expression Analysis and Protein Annotation, are discussed
in the Sections 3, 4 and 5, respectively. FinaIly, in Section 6, the main concIusions of this
paper are presented.

2 Background

2.1 Bioinformatics

Bioinformatics or Computational Biology is a research area concerned with the inves-
tigation of tools and techniques from computing to solve problems from Biology, particularly
Molecular Biology [2,50]. The later studies the organisms' genomes, defined as their set
of genetic information. This information is coded on genes along DNA (DeoxyribonucIeic
Acid) molecules. The DNA molecule is composed of sequences of nucIeotides, which can
be of four types: Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G) and Thymine (T). A single DNA
molecule typicaIly has thousands of genes, which are employed to produce proteins, essential
components of living beings. This is accomplished in a process named gene expression.

The gene expression process has two stages: transcription and translation. In the
transcription stage, a mRNA (messenger RibonucIeic Acid) is produced from a DNA strand.
The mRNA is similar to the DNA. It is also composed of nucIeotides, except for a Uracil (U)
in the place of Thymine. In the translation stage, the mRNA molecule obtained is used to
generate the final protein, which is made of molecules named aminoacids.

2.2 Machine Learning Techniques

ML is a research area that provides several techniques for extracting concepts (knowl-
edge) from a given dataset [4 I]. These techniques are usuaIly applied for the induction of a
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hypothesis, also known as classifier or predictor, through a process named training.

Several ML algorithms have been proposed in the literature and the following principIe
applies to most of them: given a set of known examples, a ML algorithm induces a classifier
C, that should be able of predicting the class of any pattern from the same domain where the
learning process occurred.

One analysis carried out on Molecular Biology datasets is the identification of genes
on DNA sequences. For such, one can search for particular signals associated with gene ex-
pression, like Splice junctions. Several works have applied ML algorithms in the recognition
ofsuch signals [18,37,38,44,45,51,55,57].

Another important issue is the gene expression analysis, where the expression leveI of
a subset of genes can be associated to the pathology of a tissue.

2.3 Agent-Based Annotation

Technologies of agents in Bioinformatics are useful because the necessary data is
distributed among several sources, it is a dynamic area, its content is heterogeneous, and
most of the work can be done in a parallel way. Hence, information agents can integrate
multiple distributed heterogeneous informatíon sources.

There are only a few multi-agent projects in the domain of Bioinformatics. The scien-
tific community on agents and multi-agent systems is now turning its attention to a key issue
to Bioinformatics as well: how to ensure the consistency of the integrated data. Next, we
briefly review som;' of these efforts.

InfoSleuth [5] has been used to annotate livestock genetic samples. In [22], a proto-
type is described whose aim is to automate the annotation of a sequence of a vírus. Their work
is based on information gathering: search, filtering, integration, analysis, and presentation of
the data to the user. lt uses the author framework DECAF, a multi-agent system toolkit. The
system has four overlapping multi-agent organizations. The first, Basic Sequence Annotation,
is charged with integrating remote gene sequence annotations from various sources with the
gene sequences at the Local Knowledge Base Management Agent (LKBMA). The second,
Query, allows complex queries on the LKBMAs via a web interface. The third, Functional
Annotation, is responsible for collecting information needed to make an informed guess as to
the function of a gene, specifically using the three-part Gene Ontology.

GeneWeaver [12] is a multi-agent system for managing the task of genome analysis.
Since ali processes of identifying genes and predicting function of proteins (despi te being
labor-intensive and requiring expert knowledge) are computer-based tasks, it is possible to
automate them. In case of Geneweaver this has been done using a multi-agent approach.
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GeneWeaver is formed by a community of agents that interact with each other, each
performing some distinct task, in an effort to automate the processes involved in, for example,
determining protein function. Agents in the system can be concerned with the management
of the primary databases, performing sequence analyses with existing tools, or storing and
presenting resulting information .

• A third agent-based tool is the MASKS environment [49], whose aim is to improve
symbolic learning through knowledge exchange. The motivation of this work is to mimic
human interaction in order to reach better solutions. This aims at supporting a recent practice
in data mining which is the use of colIaborative systems. Inductors are combined in an rnulti-
agent system with autonomy to improve individual models through knowledge sharing.

These are necessary because even if data mining is a powerful technique for knowl-
edge extraction, none of the embedded algorithm is good in alI possible domains. Each
algorithm contains an explicit or implicit bias that leads it to prefer certain generalizations
over others. Therefore different data mining techniques applied to the same dataset hardly
generate the same result. In general, combining inductors increases the accuracy by reducing
the bias. This integration aims at overcoming limitations of individual techniques through
hybridization or fusion of various techniques. MASKS groups different symbolic ML al-
gorithms encapsulated in agents in order to cIassify data. Its goal is to improve symbolic
learning through knowledge exchange.

2.4 Annotation with Machine Learning Techniques

Automated annotation and jnachine learning are combined in [34]. A machine learn-
ing approach to generate rules based on already annotated keywords of the SWISS-PROT
database is described. Such rules can then be applied to yet un-annotated protein sequences.
Details can be found in [34]. We describe here just some issues relevant to the approach
discussed in Section 5.1. In short, the authors have developed a method to automate the pro-
cess of annotation regarding keywords in SWISS-PROT, based on an ML algorithm calIed
C4.S [46].

This algorithm works on training data (in this case, previously annotated keywords
regarding proteins) and generate rules to cIassify new instances. The training data comprises
mainly taxonomy entries, InterPro cIassification, Pfam, and PROSITE patterns. Given these
data (calIed attributes), C4.S derives a cIassification rule for a target cIass (in this case, the
keyword). Since dealing with the whole data in SWISS-PROT at once would be prohibitive,
the authors divided it in protein groups according to the InterPro classification. Rules were
generated and a confidence facto r for each was caIculated based on the number of false and
true positives, by performing a cross-validation, and by testing the rate of error in predicting
keyword annotation over the TrEMBL database. The resulting framework (caIled Spearmint)
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can be accessed on the web (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/spearmint).

3 Gene Recognition

One of the main applications of ML techniques in computational biology is the recog-
nition of genes in DNA sequences. Genes are used as blueprints to produce proteins during
the gene expression process, and they play important roles in the definition of the structure,
function and regulatory mechanisms of cells. According to [18], the recognition of genes in
DNA sequences can be performed by three different approaches:

• Search by content: Techniques following this approach look for segments of DNA that
have the properties, usually statistical properties, of coding regions.

• Search by signal: look for signs indirectly associated with the presence of a gene.
Examples of such signals are promoters and splice junctions.

• Search by similarity: try to identify a gene by searching databases of known genes.
This approach is usually employed to confirm the results of the two previous ap-
proaches.

The search by content approach encompasses those techniques that are employed to
recognize genes directly. For such, they try to identify segments of DNA sequences that have
properties of coding regions. They are usually based on the knowledge of statistical properties
of coding and non-coding regions. For such, several properties can be explored. According
to [18], among such properties, one can mention: some amino acids are more frequently
used in coding regions than others; different amino acids are encoded by different numbers
of codons; codons that map to a given amino acid are not equally used in the majority of the
organisms; a gene cannot have stop codons and some codons have a higher probability of
being neighbors.

In the search by signal approach, genes are indirectly localized by looking for par-
ticular signals associated with their presence in a DNA sequence. These signs usually are
particular regions of the DNA that have a specific function in the gene expression process,
for example, connecting to an enzyme. Different signs can be looked for, such as: tran-
scription initiation sites (promoters); transcription termination sites (terminators); Splice-
junction sites; translation initiation sites (initiation codons) and translation termination sites
(stop codons).

The recognition of these signals provides an important information to understand the
regulatory mechanisms involved in the gene expression process, since several signals have a
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regulatory function. Some signals indicate, for example, aspects like the velocity of the gene
expression process and the conditions required for its occurrence [53].

However, the detection of a signal is a problem by itself and different signs have differ-
ent levels of difficulty to be identified. For example, while stop codons are easily identified,
other signs, like promoters, aremore difficult to be identified.

When ML algorithms are employed to perform search by signal in a DNA sequence,
they usually run through a window of a fixed size over the sequence to verify if it contains
the signal of interest, i.e., if an identifiable feature (signal) occupies a particular position in
the window. ML techniques have been successfully employed to classify the sub-sequence
covered by a particular window.

For such, ML-based classifiers are trained using a dataset composed by several posi-
tive and negative samples. Positive samples are sequences with the signal of interest in the
middle. Negative samplesare sequences without the signal of interest in the middle. Once a
classifier has been trained, it can be utilized to find a particular signal in a DNA sequence by
moving the window over the whole sequence.

Finally, the search by similarity approach looks for an indication of the function (and
existence) of a gene by searching for similar genes from other organisms. Usually, this ap-
proach is not able to identify ali the genes, since its performance is harmed by errors in the
sequencing. Frequently, results achieved by this approach are utilized to reinforce predictions
made by techniques of search by signaland/or search by content.

Next, two frequently iuvestigated applications for gene recognition employing the
search by signal approach are presented.

3.1 Applications

The applications reported in this section involve the recognition of two different sig-
nals which might indicate the presence of a gene in a particular DNA sequence: promorer
recognition and splice site recognition.

3.1.1 Promoter Recognition The transcription of a DNA molecule starts with the bind-
ing of the RNA-polymerase to a specific site of a DNA sequence. This site is named promoter.
The promoter is a DNA sequence that differs from sequences that are transcripted or trans-
lated, since its function is to be recognized by proteins. Thus, it must be long enough in order
to be solely recognized. The appropriate size varies with the size of the genome. For exam-
pIe, in a bacterial genome, twelve base pairs constitute an appropriate promoter signal. The
promoter recognition problem is, therefore, related to the identification of a given fixed size
sequence contains a promotor (Y). or not (N). To accomplish this task, ML-based classifiers
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may be inducted.

Actually, the first application of ML in Bioinformatics was the recognition of pro-
moters in the DNA sequence of the bacteria E. Coli [54] in 1982. The authors employed a
Perceptron Neural Network [32] using the window-based approach.

Figure I illustrates the search for a promoter in a DNA sequence using this approach.

Promoter in the position 3
t

Features
representation

Position I = 'C'
Position 2 = 'T'
Position 3 = 'T'
Position 4 = 'A'
Position 5 = 'C'
Position 6 = 'G'

t
DNA Sequence ... ATCGTGICTTACGICGTCCA ...

123456

Figure 1. Search for a promoter in a DNA sequence [18]

3.1.2 Splice Site Recognition In eukaryote organisms (those in which most of the ge-
netic material is inside the cells nuc1eus), the gene expression process inc1udes an additional
step. Eukaryote's genes consist of alternated segments of exons and introns. Exons are the
segments of a gene that encode a protein (coding regions) and introns are those segments that
do not encode a protein (non-coding regions). The intron segments are spliced-out before
the translation step. These segments used to be called "superfluous" DNA [47]. Now it is
known that they play an important role in the gene expression processo Splice junctions are
the boundary points where splicing occurs. After splicing, only the exons are maintained.
The intron/exon and exon/intron boundaries are named in the literature acceptors and donors
sites, respectively. Figure 2 illustrates splice-junction in DNA sequences.
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Figure 2. Splice-junction in DNA sequences

Different techniques havê been successfully employed by several researchers for the
recognition of splice junctions in DNA sequences [14]. For example, [35] reports the use of
Decision Trees [11], K-Nearest Neighbors [25] and Artificial Neural Networks (NNs) [32].
In [38], Boosting [27] and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [19] are employed. A hybrid
approach combining Rules and Artificial Neural Networks is presented in [47].

A common problem in Bioinformatics datasets is the presence of noise, which may
inftuence the performance achieved by ML techniques. Due to the imprecise nature of biolog-
ical experiments, redundant and noisy samples can be present at a high rate. Noisy patterns
can reduce the efficiency of the generated classifier and should be removed.

In [39], Lorena and de Carvalho present an empirical evaluation of the pre-processing
obtained by five dataset reduction techniques in classification of splice-site. The experimental
results obtained indicated that the elimination of potentially noise patterns could improve
the overall performance. The same pre-processing techniques were also able to eliminate
redundant and similar samples without harming the concept induction or even improving it.

Sub-syrnbolic ML techniques, like NNs and SVMs, have achieved very good per-
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formance when applied to several Bioinformatics problems, for example, gene recognition
problems. However, sub-syrnbolic techniques usually represent their acquired knowledge in
a numerical form, by the value of their weight connections and bias. There are several ap-
plications where the ability to explain the decisions taken by the ML technique is even more
important than its performance.

Due to this limitation, NNs are commonly referenced as "black boxes". This lack of
comprehensibility of the NNs decision making process is one of the main barriers to their
widespread use to solve practical problems. In Bioinformatics, for example, the extraction
of meaningful knowledge from trained NNs could increase the confidence of biologists and
physicists on the decision provided by the NNs, shade new lights in the characteristics of the
problem and help them to discover valuable knowledge in the data set.

In [9], several experiments were performed in order to investigate the extraction of
meaningful rules from trained NNs. These networks were previously trained to identify pro-
moters in sequences of nucleotides from the E. Coli and to identify human splice junctions.
The ruIes were first extracted by symbolic ML techniques and later optimized by Genetic
AIgorithms (GAs). The final goal was to explain the knowledge embedded in trained NNs.
In these experiments, the authors employed Multi-Layer Perceptron networks trained by the
backpropagation algorithm [32]. In these experiments, the authors investigated the infidelity
rate (how similar were the decisions made by the NNs and the extracted rules) and the com-
prehensibility (number and size of rules) comparing the rules produced by three techniques
(CN2, C4.5 and C4.5 Rules) and those optimized by the GAs. The results suggested the
potential of the use of optimized rules to obtain sets of rules with lower infidelity rates and
better comprehensibility,

At another set of experiments performed by the research group of one of the authors,
Multi-Layer Perceptron networks were optimized by GAs for promoter recognition in DNA
sequences. The results obtained were better than those obtained by these techniques opti-
mized by trial and error.

3.2 Discussion

There are also other works where search by signal using different signals and search
by content have been successfully employed in the recognition of genes in DNA sequences
[18,44,51,55,57]. However, due to the limitation of space, these approaches will not be
addressed here.

A current trend is to use different sources of evidence [I] and combine techniques
following different approaches for gene recognition, usually search by signal and search by
content. Thus, genes identified by signal can have their identity confirmed by search for its
similarity with a previously known gene.
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In the translation process, the transcript can be spliced in different sections of the
pre-mRNA sequence. This process is known as alternative splicing. There are many cases
where the primary RNA transcript can be alternatively spliced in different sections of the
sequence, thus generating alternative splice pathways. There has been a growing interest in
the recognition of alternative splice sites [31].

.Finally, another key issue in gene recognition is the identification of pseudogenes [17].
These are small parts of a DNA sequence that still remain in the sequence, although they are
no longer functional. They are more frequently found in eukaryotic genomes.

4 Gene Expression Analysis

One of most potentially benefited areas of the post-genomic age is medicine. The
new technologies being developed may allow a more accurate insight about the origin and
evolution of several diseases, which would lead to the development of more specific treat-
ments, as well as to the design of new drugs. In special, the combat to cancer has already
made promising advances, mainly due to the introduction of new wide scale gene expression
analysis technologies, such as microarrays [40,42].

Microarrays are hybridization-based methods that allow monitoring expression levels
of thousands of genes simultaneously. The role of the genes of a cell in a given moment
and under particular circumstances can be better understood by assessing their expression
levels. The comparison between gene expressions patterns in normal and disease cells can
provide important indications on the development of determined pathological states, as we\l
as information that can lead to earli~r diagnosis and possibly more efficient treatment.

Gene expression analysis works with the expression leveI of the genes in tissues mea-
sured under severa I conditions, like: normal and diseased (for example, cancer) tissue; a
tissue under different drugs or treatments; and a tissue with different pathologies or diseases.

The main goal of such an analysis is to know which genes might be related to different
tissues conditions by presenting a significantly different expression levels for them. However,
the very large number of possibilities makes the discovery of such genes a very difficult task.
Thus, the monitoring of the largest possible number of genes is necessary. By allowing the
monitoring of the expression leveI of thousand of genes simultaneously, microarrays have
become valuable medical tools.

Microarrays are not the only method employed to monitor the expression of a large
amount of genes simultaneously. The large-scale gene expression analysis methods can be
summarized in two main groups: tag counting methods (e.g. SAGE, MPSS) and hybridization-
based methods (e.g. cDNA, oligonucleotide microarray). For ML techniques, there is not
much difference if the gene expression dataset was generated by tag counting methods or
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hybridization-based methods. In spite of the method employed to acquire the gene expression
data, their analysis involves several aspects that have been addressed in the literature [10,23].

When ML techniques are employed for the analysis of gene expression data, there is
usually a disproportionate rate between the very high number of attributes (genes) and the
low number of training samples (tissues), which can make it difficult to analyze the obtained
results and reduce the c1assification accuracy. Gene expression profiles usually present the
expression leveI of thousands of genes. Besides, and more important, large changes in a par-
ticular phenotype can be due to changes in the expression of a small subset of its genes. Thus,
it is important to select subsets of relevant genes to work with. Gene selection gives biologists
a small set of genes to carry out more specific, complex and more expensive investigations.

In order to overcome the problems related to the high number of attributes present
in gene expression data, the next section discusses two strategies frequently employed in
conjunction with ML c1assifiers for gene expression analysis.

4.1 Applications

Two approaches currently employed for gene selection are: gene ranking and feature
selection. The first approach ranks the genes in order of importance for a given task. The
second selects the best subset of genes in order to accomplish a given goal. These approaches
are described next.

4.1.1 Ranking a subset of genes The main goal of gene ranking methods is to order the
genes according tô their ability to discriminate tissues related to a condition A from tissues
related to a condition B. It looks for genes highly expressed in tissues from a class A and
lowly expressed in tumor tissues from a c1ass B, and vice-versa. Biologists want to know
which are these genes in order to analyze them.

The metrics or scores for gene ranking can be divided into parametric and nonpara-
metric scores. The parametric scores make assumptions about the form of the distribution of
the scores within each group, while the nonparametric scores do not make such assumptions,
thus being more robust [8].

The nonparametric measurements generally specify hypothesis in terms of population
distributions rather than parameters such as means and standard deviations. These metrics are
almost as capable of detecting differences among populations as the parametric ones when
normality and other assumptions need to be satisfied. Nonpararnetric scores may be, and
often are, more powerful in detecting population differences when these assumptions are not
satisfied.

These metrics are evaluated according to their ability in selecting predictive genes.
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This evaluation is made by constructing classifiers using the genes selected by each metric
and then comparing the performance of these classifiers.

The gene raking approach is particularly interesting for health science researchers,
since they are interested in discovery which genes are related to a given pathology. For such,
they need to know which genes should be analyzed in their laboratories .

• In [26], different metrics for gene ranking were evaluated, based on their ability to
rank the most relevant genes whose expression levei could help distinguish between tumor
and normal tissues. The evaluation was carried out by training classifiers using the N genes
ranked by each metric and then comparing the performance of these classifiers.

The performance of the classifiers was evaluated using the error rate in the classifica-
tion of new tissues. The classifiers are generated using different machine learning algorithms,
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and C4.5. The experiments were conducted employing
cancer-related datasets obtained from NCBI web site. These datasets had the expression
levei of a set of genes obtained using the SAGE technique.

The tests were performed using three different datasets: with the 4, the 10, and the
100 most relevant genes measured by the metrics employed. It was possible to classify the
tissues using the expression levei of only 4 genes. It was also observed that the rank of
genes provided by the different metrics resulted in high differences in the tumor classification
rates obtained by the classifiers employed, which shows the importance of further analysis in
laboratory.

4.1.2 Selection of a subset of genes Another common gene expression analysis is the
classification of a tissue given the expression levei of its genes. The most relevant genes are
not necessarily the best subset of genes for tissue classification. Thus, the main goal here
is not the knowledge of the order of the genes to be analyzed in wet laboratories, but which
subset of genes forms the best feature vector for the classification of a tissue in a give class
(or classes).

As previously mentioned, gene expression datasets usually have the expression levei
of thousands of genes (attributes). Depending on the issue under investigation, this large
number of attributes makes the analysis impractical. Several ML techniques have problems
to work with patterns with very large number of attributes. Thus, they can benefit from a
reduction in the number of attributes. Besides, the use of a compact subset of genes can bring
other benefits:

• There would be a higher chance to identify important genes for classification, in a
biological way;

• the effects of noise in gene expression analysis experiments analysis would be mini-
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mized;

• accuracy of classifiers would be improved, which is important for diagnosis purposes;

• By focusing only in subset of genes, technologies of gene expression analysis could
become more accessible (economically), since they could be manufactured with fewer
genes associated and thus become a common clinical tool.

Thus, it is important to select subsets of relevant genes to work with. Feature selection
techniques are frequently employed to find the best subset of genes. The subset of genes
produced by a feature selection techniques is evaluated by constructing classifiers using the
subset of selected genes.

Other ML approaches can also be used for dimensionality reduction. In [20], Genetic
AIgorithm (GA) [29] was employed to perform feature selection. GAs have already been
employed for the gene selection problem. Most of the approaches so far investigated can be
regarded as wrappers [36], since they explicitly depend on classification methods to select
genes. The main disadvantage of this approach is its high computational cost, since the
classifier embedded into the GA's fitness function has to be executed a large number of times.
Another problem is that they are dependent of specific learning algorithms.

In order to overcome these difficulties, the authors proposed a simple and low cost
method for gene selection. The proposed method follows the filter approach [36]. It is called
the GA-Filter method. It utilizes only the intrinsic characteristics of the training data to select
a subset of genes. As a result, it is not limited to any classifier and its computation is very
efficient. The idea is to use GAs to search for genes that better represent the domain. Thus,
the classification complexity of the problem can the minimized and, at the same time, genes
relevant to the studied pathology can be revealed.

Experiments were performed using two different datasets obtained by microarrays:
The small round blue cell tumors of childhood (SRBCT) dataset, first analyzed in [33]. The
proposed technique was able to select a smaller number of genes with comparable accuracy
rates.

In another work [21], the authors presented a new approach to perform gene selection
using SVMs and GAs for rnulti-class problems. A similar combination had already been used
for the same purpose by Frohlich et ai [28]. However, in this previous work, the combination
was employed just as a single example of the authors' system general framework. In [21],
specific solutions were proposed, such as the optimization of the SVM hyperparameters C
independently for ali classifiers, the normalization of the samples to unit length, allowing
the use of a correlation-based similarity measure together with the SVM and the use of the
Generalized Approximate Cross- Validation [56] as a generalization estimator for SVMs.
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The experiments were performed with the SRBCT dataset, first analyzed in [33]. The
experiments had two main goals. First, the comparison of the performance of the cJassifiers
trained with the set of genes selected by the proposed method and trained with the whole
set of genes. The second goal was the comparison of the results obtained with multi GA-
SVM method against those obtained by other results found in the literature, regarding both
accuracy rate and dimensionality reduction. In the experiments, small subsets of genes were
selected ahd the results were similar to those obtained by other gene selection approaches
investigated.

4.2 Discussion

Methods like microarrays enable the measurement ofthe levels of thousands of mRNA
molecules inside a cell and, consequently, the proteins being produced. Therefore, the role of
the genes of a cell in a given moment and under some circumstances can be better understood
by assessing their expression levels. In this context, the comparison between gene expression
patterns through the measurement of the levels of mRNA in normal and disease cells can
supply important indications on the development of determined pathological states, as well
as information that can lead to earlier diagnosis and more efficient treatment.

Most of the works where ML techniques have been employed for gene expression
analysis are related to either classification or clustering problems [8, 13,23,40,52]. Clas-
sification problems incJude the cJassification of unknown tissues as normal tissue or tumor
tissue. Clustering problems incJude the discovery of new subgroups of tumor tissues.

Amongst the most trivial applications of microarrays, the cJassification of new tissue
samples is an essential step for the assessment of severe diseases. However, when dealing
with gene expression data, there is usually a disproportionate rate between the high number
of features (genes) and the low number of training samples (tissues).

The dimensionality problem is expected to become more serious when dealing with
multi-cJass domains since these are intrinsically harder than the binary ones because the cJas-
sification algorithm has to learn to construct a greater number of separation boundaries or
relations [48].

5 Protein Annotation

5.1 An Agent-Based Environment for Automating Annotation

5.1.1 Overview In spite of the growing number of tools for analyzing DNA sequences,
there is no easy solution to the annotation problem. The shortcomings are twofold. First,
while no single program can outperform the human expert, when several different programs
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are used, the performance can increase. Second, each program has its own output format,
thus posing difficulties when one wants to compare results. The aim of the tillent-based
environrnent'[' for a!ltomatiÇ annotation of Qenomes (ATUCG) [7] is to provide the team in
charge of genome sequencing and annotation with a tool that facilitates the activities involved
in carrying out those tasks.

Since ATUCG is an agent-based environment, agents are allocated to do most of the
automated methods. Besides, agents are in charge of performing much of the tedious work
required when using different programs and tools, namely the translation or formating of
inputs and outputs. ATUCG consists of three layers, each having several agents. The interre-
lationships and general overview are depicted in Figure 3.

Layer I aims at automating the tasks behind the process of finding open reading frames
(ORFs). Having received a file containing the DNA sequencing of a given organism, layer I
helps the user to define the ORFs. To this means, specific programs are used, each regarding
the expertise of a particular agent. The output that layer I passes to layer 11is a file containing
a list of non-redundant ORFs.

Layer 11is associated with three main tasks: extraction and formatting of data, auto-
matic annotation of data regarding profiles or families of proteins, and generation and vali-
dation of rules to automatically annotate the Keywords field in the SWISS-PROT database
(http://www.expasy.ch/sprot/).

Layer III permits the user to validate the automatic annotation by helping him/her to
perform the verification of the proposed annotation, mainly by "translating" the annotation
rules into a semantically richer language and presenting it in a more understandable formo
This is done by IiRking attributes presented in the rules to more complete data extracted from
databases such as PROSITE (http://www.expasy.ch/prosite)and InterPro (http://www.ebi.ac.
uk/interpro/).
Once the annotations are verified, they are collected into two files: one for accepted annota-
tions, another for rejected ones.

In the present text we concentrate on layer 11 (next section), focusing on ML algo-
rithms. The reader is referred to [7] for more details on the other layers.

5.1.2 Using Machine Learning in Layer 11 The aim of layer 11is threefold:

I. design of agents which are experts on data extraction (e.g. from SWISS-PROT and
InterPro databases) and formatting;

2. creation of a database of rules for annotation (this involves training and validation
stages using standard ML techniques);

3. automatization ofthe annotation of fields related to motifs or profiles regarding families
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Figure 3. Overview of the three-Iayer architecture

of proteins (i.e. annotation regarding PROSITE and lnterPro attributes).
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The input to this layer is a file with a nonredundant list of ORFs. Besides, layer II
has connections to severa I databases for in this layer training data has to be gathered in order
to produce rules for automatic annotation. The main output passed to layer III is a set of
proposed annotation for selected attributes ..Figure 4 depicts the various data bases and agents
involved in the tasks associated with the layer 11. As already mentioned, three main tasks
are carried out in this layer: data extraction and reformatting; application of different ML
techniques to train data and produce the rules for annotation; and the annotation regarding
protein profiles, keywords, and other attributes.

The process called "data extraction and formating" deals with accessing two main
databases, namely SW1SS-PROT and TrEMBL, aiming to retrieve training and validation
data respectively. The agent called "extraction agent" is invoked and has the following tasks:
ask the user for attributes which will be used in the training process, retrieving data, and
preparing the retrieved data in order to serve as input for our ML tools.

The attributes which the user typically wants to work with are proteins (coded accord-
ing to the SWISS-PROT accession number) and attributes such as c1assification of proteins
in domains or families. These c1assifications are stored in the databases of protein families:
PROSITE, InterPro, PFAM, and eventually others. This procedure retrieves data regarding
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accession number of proteins, keywords, and classification regarding the protein families.

Then the preprocessed data is sent to the various agents responsible for each ML algo-
rithm. Steps I and 2 (asking the user and retrieving the data) are relatively simple. However,
step 3 is not only more complex, but can also be performed in several alternative ways since
each ML algorithm makes use of proper syntax to describe a hypothesis. Since the agents
will eventually need to exchange their best rules for classification, it is necessary to have
these transformed to the same format. The details of the training using ML algorithms, and
the design and use of cooperative learning can be found in Bazzan et al. [6] and Schroeder
and Bazzan [49] respectively.

The rules which will determine whether or not a given protein can be annotated with
a given keyword are generated using the ML algorithms. In ali cases the algorithms follow
approximately the same approach. First, a training set is given to the algorithm. Depending
on this algorithm, the output varies but, as mentioned before, there is an agent which is in
charge of translating ali outputs to a standard format. Then, agents receive and process the
data, and generate their annotation rules. Regarding the different learning elements, symbolic
classification techniques similar to C4.5 are used: CN2 [15], T2 [43], and Ripper [16].

Learning happens in two stages. The first one is dedicated to individuallearning. The
input is the pre-processed training set and the configuration set. After that, the agent applies
its rules of classification to the examples. The objective of the individuallearning is to create
an individual model of the domain problem. This model is a set of rules that were approved
by the "evaluation element".
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As soon as the individual learning is over, the rules created for the c1assification are
evaluated with the standard 10-fold cross-validation, i.e. with data that had not been used
to generate the modeJ. The "evaluation elernent" measures each rule quality by executing
a given rule evaluation function and stores those that are equal or better than the threshold
(set by the user) to the agent knowledge base. An exampJe of such a function is given in
Equation I.

(I)

where z = 1.96 (for 95% of significance), n = T P + F P, and p = ~;.
Most of the time the individual learning stage produces a rule set with well described

target classes along with poor described ones. This happens due to the algorithm heuristics
applied to the data to extract knowledge.

In the next stage, cooperative learning, the goal is to improve the individual results.
The input for the cooperation stage is the knowledge base that reflect the knowledge obtained
during the individual learning. The cooperative learning consists of two further steps. During
the first one, the agent queries other agents' knowledge bases. The first agent to start the
interaction is the one with the poorest overall accuracy. The agent searches for its equivalent
rules with better quality. The rules that fill this requisite are added to the agent "model
merge", Each agent repeats this process from the poorer to the richer average accuracy.

"
We say that a rule is equivalent to another when the two describe the same c1ass and

the attributes overlap. This way a high quality rule is added to the learner ModelMerge when
it is similar, overlaps, subsumes, or is in conflict with a low quality rule produced by the
learner. For exarnple, consider the rules RI and R2 that describe class C. Rule RI contains
the attribute-value test for attributes x and y, while rule R2 includes tests with attributes x and
z. These two rules are related. When the communication ends, the individual knowledge that
was not changed is copied into the "modeIMerge" component. At this moment each agent
possesses two distinct models of the domain problem.

When the cooperative learning ends, the new model stored in the agent ModelMerge
component is evaluated by using the test file. The individual model resultant is the one that
covered the highest number of instances from the test file. The output generated by the
environment is the best agent modeJ. At the end of this process one has a list of the best rules
to describe how to annotate each attribute (file 3 in Figure 4).

After data extraction, reforrnatting, and application of ML techniques to train data
and produce the rules for annotation, the last activity in layer II is the annotation related to
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profiles of motifs in proteins. This is mandatory since the agent which actually performs
the annotation automatically would not work without the necessary annotation of the profiles
regarding the proteins just discovered (because they are unknown. there is no information
concerning profiles of motifs).

To accomplish this, an agent reads each ORF in file 4 (Figure 4) and query both the
PROSITE agent and the InterPro agent. Basically these then call a script to send the ORF
to the PROSITE and InterPro web sites in arder to get a list of profiles which correspond to
the specific ORE Besides, these two agents have to divide the profile information and save
it to two distinct databases (files 5a and 5b in Figure 4). File 5a contains the ORF and its
classification (Iist of applicable PROSITE and InterPro codes) while file 5b contains not only
the codes but also the rest of the description of the profile itself. It is possible to ask the user
to validate the inclusion of the profiles in both files 5a and 5b. This extension in the system
is planned and would be a further check point in the automatization.

Finally, the last and central activity in layer II is the annotation of the "Keywords"
field. Having partially annotated the record for each protein (for instance, each has already
information on profiles and taxonomy), the next step is to apply the rules generated by the
ML algorithms. This is the task of the "keyword agent", It reads files 3 and 5a (Figure 4) and
do the following:

I. reads an entry from file 5a (ORF together with applicable profiles) ;

2. repeats for each rule in file 3 (remember that each rule corresponds to a different key-
word):

'.
(a) parse the rule;
(b) tests the rule: tests ali preconditions and concludes whether ar not the keyword

should be annotated;
(c) do the annotation: creates an entry in file 6 for the ORF, copy the attributes such as

profiles, and add the keyword (in case a keyword does not apply, insert nothing);

3. close files.

At the end of this procedure, two files are sent to the next layer: files 5b and 6. In
layer III, the user can verify the annotation.

5.2 An Example: Annotating Keywords for Proteins Related to the OrganismA.thalia

5.2.1 Data Processing using ATUCGRFs from the model organismArabidopsis thaliana
are used, which are available in public databases like SWISS-PROT to feed the layer II (re-
member that layer I is useful only when dealing with new, unknown sequences which is not
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@relation Cell_division

@data

@attribute IPR000642 {TRUE, FALSE}
@attribute IPR003593 {TRUE, FALSE}
@attribute IPR003959 {TRUE, FALSE}
@attribute IPR003960 {TRUE, FALSE}
@attribute IPR000819 {TRUE, FALSE}
@attribute IPROOl687 {TRUE, FALSE}

@attribute IPROOl162 {TRUE, FALSE}
@attribute IPR00479I {TRUE, FALSE}
@attribute Cell_division {yes, no}

TRUE,TRUE,TRUE,TRUE, ... ,FALSE,FALSE, yes

Figure 5. Input file to C4.5 (in this case, the file refers to the Keyword "Cell division")

the case here as public data is used). The data used comes from a local version of the SWISS-
PROT database collected in the second semester of 2003. After the query, 2371 proteins were
found which relates to A. thaliana. Many keywords appeared in the data but the focus is on
those whose number of instances is higher than 100 (24 keywords in the present study).

The attributes which appeared in this data are only accession numbers for ali attributes
related to domains classifications such as InterPro, PROSITE, etc. which appear in SWISS-
PROT as cross-referenced databases. For clarity, the use of the framework with a single ML
agent is discussed first. The "C4.5 agent" is based on the standard C4.5 algorithm.

Figure 5 shows one example of a input file (there is a similar one for each keyword) for
the C4.5 algorithm. Basically, the first line of these files indicates the target class or relation
(keyword). The following lines indicate how each attribute is mapped for each protein. The
last of these is the target attribute (keyword). Finally, there comes one line for each protein,
ali formed by as many entries (separated by comma) as there are attributes.

The following procedure of evaluation was performed: once the data is extracted (file
I in Figure 4), the best rule for each keyword (file 3 in Figure 4) is found and applied to that
data. For instance, if a protein is annotated with keyword K, then the rule for K is checked.
This procedure is repeated for each protein and its keywords. Then the total number of times
that the proteins is correctly annotated using our rules is counted.
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Rule I:
IPR008271 = Y
-> class Transferase [97.0%]

Rule 2:
IPR008271 = n

-> classn [91.4%]
Default class: n
Evaluation on training data (2371 items):
Rule Size Error Used Wrong Advantage

I 3.0% 46 O (0.0%)
2 I 8.6% 2325 191 (8.2%)

Tested 237], errors 191 (8.1%) «
(a) (b) <-classified as

46 (4610) Transferase
0(010) n

46 191
2134

(a): class Transferase
(b): class n

Figure 6. Rules generated by C4.5 (keyword "Transferase")

5.3 Results

Next, some preliminary resuIts achieved by the cooperative learning are discussed. To
test the validity of the cooperative learning, two symbolic classificators (CN2 and C4.5) were
applied on the Keywords field. Here, just two classificators are used in order to give a didactic
explanation of how the tool works.

Initially, an individual model was constructed for each classifier. The CN2 and C4.5
rules were both evaluated by the same evaluation function. The accuracy is calculated based
on true positives (instance exist in data and is predicted) and false positives (instance does
not exist in data but is predicted). There is a communication between the "CN2 agent" and
the "C4.5 agent". The agent with the poorer accuracy starts by asking the other whether it
has rules for a given class K as well as its quality. If the agent gets an affirmative answer
with superior quality in it, then it is necessary to check the equivalence. If the quality and
equivalence tests are satisfied, the agent adds the new rule to its "model merge" component.

A rule is depicted in Figure 6. This rule says that if the protein has the InterPro
classification IPR00827I , then it shall have the keyword "Transferase". Similar boolean tests
go on throughout the rule. The last test finally prescribes whether or not a given protein
should have the keyword: if ali tests fail, then the protein shall not be annotated with the
keyword. Once the rules were generated, the evaluation of the quality of these rules was
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Table 1. Training Evaluation: Error Rates for Positive (false positives), Negative (false
negatives) Classes, and True Positives

Keyword TP
ATP-binding
Calcium
Chloroplast
Coiled.coil
DNA-binding
Glycoprotein
Heme
Hydrolase
Iron
Metal-binding
Mitochondrion
Multigene family
Nuclear .protein
Oxidoreductase
Phosphorylation
Protein.rransport
Repeat
Ribosomal .protei n
Signal
Transcription.regulation
Transferase
Transit.peptide
Transmembrane
Transport

FN
104
39

340
69
85

109
19

169
58
87

119
639
214
166
43
81

184
160
192
80

"191
329
283
144

Rate (%)
4.6
1.7

14.3
2.9
3.8
4.8
0.9
7.3
2.5
3.8

5
32.3
9.5
7.5
1.9
3.5
8.0
6.7
8.6
3.5
8.2

13.9
12.9
6.2

FP
5
I
O
O
O
8
O
I
O
O
O

24
O
O

17
O
O
O
2
O
O
O
8
O

Rate (%)
17.2
1.4

O
O
O

11.0
O

2.2
O
O
O

2.9
O
O

37.0
O
O
O

2.7
O
O
O

4.4
O

116
72

O
31

123
97

144
45
73
78

O
338
123
144
75
3 I
66

O
141
98
46

O
174
66

done. The standard evaluation of the training data based on the number of true positives (TP)
and false positives (FP) was used.

5.4 Discussion

Besides the confidence computed by Equation I, the efficency of the training has to
be analyzed regarding the two classes: the negative (training instances which generate a rule
indicating when a keyword should not be annotated); and the positive one (instances which
indicate when a keyword should be annotated).

Table I shows the results regarding errors for each c1ass (i.e each keyword, which
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appears in the first column). The second column shows the raw number of false negatives
(FN) and the third one this number expressed as percentage (remember that the number of
positives and negatives is different for each c1ass). The raw number of false positives (FP)
and the percentage are expressed in columns four and five respectively. The last column gives
the number of true positives (TP).

If we look at the third and fourth columns, the results seem quite good: most of the
rules for annotating keywords produce no false positives at alI. The error rate is acceptable
for almost all keywords with the exception of"ATP .binding", "Phosphorylation", and "Multi-
gene family". Rates regarding the negative c1ass (i.e. the false negatives) are also low (except
for "Multigene family").

In the case of annotation, the error rate regarding false positives is more important
than the one regarding false negatives. This is so because if nothing is annotated, this is not a
big issue, i.e. the protein will remain unannotated. However, failure regarding false positives
is more serious since the annotating would be wrong. Thus, more emphasis to false positives
should be given.

When all rules are generated, it is possible to apply them for the annotation of un-
known proteins. One has first to annotate the attributes (e.g. c1assify each protein regarding
InterPro, PROSITE, etc. families). This annotation is an important step to enrich the data
submitted to the public databases and also for internal use in genome projects.

6 Conclusions

This paper has highlighted three applications of ML and agents techniques to Bioin-
formatics. In particular, it was discussed how ML techniques can be employed for gene
recognition looking for particular signals in DNA sequences, and for gene expression anal-
ysis, where the expression levei of a subset of genes has been used for tissues c1assification.

_AIso, an application related to the organism A. thaliana was discussed, regarding annotation
of proteins keywords. We showed that the efficiency of the annotation concerning the number
of false positives is acceptable.

Regarding the ATUCG environment, in the future, we intend to address other fields
to be automatically annotated as well. AIso, we have been targeting the imbalance in the
classes [3,4].

Concerning the gene expression analysis, the next step is the investigation of the c1us-
ters created by using clustering techniques. These techniques will be used to find group of
genes and tissues that are related. Future experiments for gene recognition will investigate
how the combination of different signals can improve the correct classification of sequences
and how previous information obtained from experts can be employed to improve the perfor-
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mance obtained by different c1assifiers.
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